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Taxilnk
where taxis meet customers
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Taxi Industry
The South African taxi industry began thriving in 1987,
contributing billions to the informal economy. The success of
millions of school children who are now doctors, lawyers, pilots,
engineers, accountants can all be tributed to taxi drivers.
Currently, there are about plus 200 000 minibuses, transporting
more than 15-million commuters each day. The industry is
estimated to generate annual revenue of at least R90-billion to
the South African economy. Taxis are considered the pillar of
public transport, accounting for 65%, followed by buses at 20%
and trains at 15%.
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According to the National Taxi Alliance spokesperson Theo
Malele, the industry now employs approximately 600 000 people.
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Problem
In virtually every South African province where Uber and
Bolt launched, people died or cars were burnt. This is
largely because these services were heavily unregulated
in terms of their routes and operating hours.
With 1 000 minibus taxis bought every month, less and
less customers are becoming available to each minibus
driver, therefore threating their already small income.
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As a result, minibus drivers roam around aimlessly in
search of customers, losing out on time and money, and
worse, fighting for customers when they find them,
speedind to get them to work, causing havoc on the road,
making it impossible for them to adhere to road laws
should they want to meet daily targets.
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SOLUTION
Taxilnk is a transportation service that links
minibus drivers to multiple customers at a
time.
The app uses Google maps to detect the
pick up location and destination of
customers and estimates the arrival time of
the taxi, saving both parties them time and
thus money.
What is more, the app reflects the cost of
the taxi fare and allow customers to
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securely pay using card, offering
convenience and safety.
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Download
The app on PlayStore or iStore for
free

How it works?

Create
An easy personal account

Locate
Your minibus taxi and get to your
destination
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Key Differences
Between Uber/Bolt and Taxilnk
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Connects one driver to one

Connects one driver to multiple

customer at a time, unless

random customers from different

customer adds another pick up

pick up location, offering a huge

location for their friend.

competitive advantage.
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Profile
Identity of the driver in possession of the taxi

Fare

Customer User
Interface
What customers see

The cost of the trip from their pickup
location to the destination

Rating
The customer service of the minibus driver

Lost Items
Items that customers accidentally leave in
the taxi.
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Voucher
Activated discounts for frequent customers
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Driver User Interface
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TOTAL

HEALTH STATUS

Of the number of customers onboarding
the taxi daily and the income generated.

The condition of the vehicle and the next
date it must turn in for servicing.

FINES

LOST ITEMS

For overloading the taxi with more
customers than it is allowed, violating
customers or the rules of the road.

Personal belongings that customers
forget accidentally in the taxi
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Value
Proposition

Reduces Costs
Reduced waiting time for the taxi to get full, whilst
drivers save on petrol as they would otherwise patrol
aimlessly on the road looking for customers.

Convenient
Allows customers to pay using card, removing
the hassles and risk of holding cash.

Transparent
Reveals number of customers the driver serviced per
day, thus their total income, resulting in fair wages for
drivers, otherwise be exploited by owners.

Safe
A passenger can be tracked when last they
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boarded a taxi and can recover their items if lost
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COST

1%

Making deliberately affordable for
both drivers and customers

per person per trip.
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Market Share

OUR 10 YEAR PROJECTION

The South African Taxi industry generates R 90
billion per year. We looking to tap onto 5-10% of
this market through TAXILNK
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Dream Team

A research team comprising of a:
Software Developer
Marketing Director
Customer Service Manager
Financial Director
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Investment Capital

An investment of R 1 000 000 for:
Building the app
Studio workspace
Internet Access
Conduct Research
Traveling costs

Business Networks Officer

Marketing campaign

Research Officer

Team Salaries
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TAXILNK
Team

Tshegofatso Thosago
Founder | UCT Graduate

Research team

email address

Shail de Singh
Finance | UCT Hons

uctbig@outlook.com

physical address
University of Cape Town,
Rosebank, 7700

Phone number
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079 031 1886

Wanted
Software Developer

